Assume that dim V(i) = dim V( -i). Then, if bases of I'(i) are given, f(z) =fv,i(z) = det(ad(z)': V(i) -+ I'( -i)), has a meaning. If we write gzg-' for ad( g)z, then for any z E g( -2) and g E G(O), i.e., f is a relative invariant of (G(O), ad, g( -2)) which corresponds to the character (This construction is due to M. Kashiwara.)
Although we have thus constructed relative invariants of PV of V-type, in many cases the f's are not irreducible and even f= 0. So the following problem is of our main interest: PROBLEM 1. Find a g-module V and a positive integer i such that fY,i is an irreducible polynomial.
In order to get a simple answer to this problem, assume g( -2) to be an irreducible G(O)-module. We may further assume that (G(O), ad, g( -2)) has a relative invariant other than constants. From (0.3) it follows that there exists a G(O)-orbit of codimension one in g( -2). Hence we can calculate the degree d of an irreducible relative invariant by applying the degree formula [ 15, Sect. 4 , Proposition 151. (The degrees are given in [15] .) On the other hand, deg f,,;=i.dim V(i) unless f #O. Thus it is enough to consider the following two problems: PROBLEM 2. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on the graded Lie algebra g under which dim V(i) = dim V( -i) and f v,i # 0 for any V and i. Problem 3 will be discussed in Section 3. Problem 2 will be discussed in Section 2 without assuming that g( -2) is irreducible. In order to explain our result, let us introduce a class of PVs. Let (x, h, y } be an &-triplet in a semisimple Lie algebra g, i.e., Cx. yl =h, Provisionally in the Introduction, we call a triple (G(O), ad, g( -2)) obtained in this way, a prehomogeneous vector space of Dynkin-Kostant type (abbreviated PV of DK-type). Such prehomogeneous vector spaces play an important role in the classification theory of nilpotent orbits of complex semisimple Lie algebras [3, Chap. 8, Sect. 11; 161. Our answer to Problem 3 can be stated as follows.
A prehomogeneous vector space of Vinberg type is of Dynkin-Kostant type if and onZy if dim V(i) = dim V( -i) and f y,i # 0 for any V and i.
As we shall see in (1.12) and (2.3.1), the original graded Lie algebra can be reconstructed from a PV of V-type to some extent. Hence the above statement has a meaning. See (2.6) for a precise statement.
Our answer to Problem 2 can be regarded as a characterization of PV of DK-type. A different characterization is given by V. G. Kac [S, Proposition 1.21. Our characterization has an advantage that the invariant theoretic meaning is clear. be a semisimple Z-graded Lie algebra. Delinc a one parameter subgroup A: GL(l) + Aut(g) by l(t)(z) = t'z for z E g(i) and t E GL( 1). Let be the derivative of A and h = h, = (dl)( 1). Then
Note that the element hug is characterized by (1.2.2). Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g containing h. Then h c g(0). 1.2.3. Let g = @ ieh g(i) be a semisimple Z-graded Lie algebra such that g(i) = 0 for odd i. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g containing h,, R the root system of (g, h), and g(c() the root space of a E R. Then each root space g(a) is contained in g(i(a)) for some i(a)E22. Since the set P = {a E R I i(a) 2 0} is parabolic, we can find a basis B of R contained in P [2, Chap. 6, No. 1.71. We assume that i(a) = 0 or 2 for a E B. We shall denote by (GrL) the set of such quartets (g, @ isZz g(i), 6, B).
1.2.4. For i#O, let gi(j)= g(ij) and gi= ejeiZ g(j)= ejcz gi(j). Since the restriction of the Killing form K of g to gi is non-degenerate, g, is reductive [ 1, Chap. 1, No. 6.41. Let g:= [gi, gi], g:(j) = g: n gi(j), and h:= gjn lj. Since h is a Cartan subalgebra of gi, the center 3i of gi is contained in g(O), and 3iO 9i(o) = CJi(O) = !-TJC"h It is easy to see that gi(j) c g: if j # 0. Hence g; = eiEr g:(j). Since root subspaces of (gi, hi) are also those of (g, h), the order of the root system R of (g, h) determined by the basis B induces an order of the root system Rj of (g:, hi.), which determines a basis B, of Ri. Thus we get an element (g:, eigl(j), hi, Bi) of (GrL). Although the triple (g:(O), ad, g:(l)) is different from (g(O), ad, g(i)), the difference will turn out to be not essential for our purpose. 1.5. We define a mapping E: (GrL) + (Rp) by E(g) = (g(O), ad, g( -2)). 
Hence we can draw the representation diagram D,,( E(g)) of (g(O), ad, g( -2))= E(q). It is easy to see that the resulting diagram is equal 10 Wnh.
1.7. Let G be a reductive group and (p, V) its reprcscntation. We denote by (Rp') the set of such triples (G, p, V). Let Lie: (Rp') + (Rp) be the mapping delined by
We shall write p for Lie(p). We shall write n,,(G, p, V) for D,,(Lie(G, p, V)) and call it the repre.sentation diagram of (G, p, V).
An element (G, p. V) E (Rp') is called a prehomogeneous vector spuce (abbreviated PV) if V has an open dense G-orbit. We denote by (PV) the set of PVs.
1.8. Let (G, p, V) be an element of (Rp'), and (p, V) = 0 f __ , (p,, V,) an irreducible decomposition. Let G* be the subgroup of GL( V) generated by p(G) and GL( l)', where the ith factor of GL( 1)' acts on Vi as scalars. Denote by /J* the natural representation of G* on V. We shall call (G*, p*, V) the ussociafed triple of (G, p, V).
Let (G, p, V) he u prehomogeneous vector spuce and (G', p*, V) irs associated rriple. A po&womiai function f on V is a relative invariant qj' (G, p, V) lf and only if it is a relative invariant qf (G*, p*, V).
Pro?/: Assume that /is a relative invariant of (G, y, V) corresponding to the character C$ of G. For c= (c,, . . . . C,)E CL(l)' and c= (G,, .,., C,)E 0:
, V,, let
Then .I; is also a relative invariant of (G, p, V) which corresponds to q+.
Hence fc is a non-zero constant multiple off; i.e., f is a relative invariant of (G*, p*, I'). The converse is trivial.
1.10. LEMMA. Zf (Gi, pI, V,) (i= 1, 2) has the same representation diagram, then their associated triples are isomorphic to each other. In this case, we say that (G,, p,, V,) is D-equivalent to (G,, p2, V,).
Since we are mainly interested in the relative invariants of PVs, we do not need to distinguish PVs in the same D-equivalence class (in view of the above two lemmas). We also say that two elements of (GrL), (Rp), etc., are D-equivalent to each other if their images in (WD,) via the mappings in the diagram of (1.6) are the same.
1.11. DEFINITION. We say that (G, p, V) E (PI') is of Vinberg type (abbreviated of V-type) if Lie(G, p, V) is D-equivalent to an element of E( GrL).
PROPOSITION. ( 1) A triple (G, p, V) E (PV) is of V-type if and
only if DdG, p, V) E ( WD,),.
Hence Lie(G, p, V) is D-equivalent to (g', p', V'), which is in the image of E. (1) The representation diagrams of (G, p, V) which are PVs satisfying (A) and (B) are the reduced weighted Dynkin diagram of finite type satisfying (A') and (B') or the following diagrams. 1.2.1) for A,.) Let (GrL),, be the set of elements of (GrL) which are of DK-type. Let (RP)~~, (WD),,, and ( WDO)DK be the subsets of (Rp), ( WD)f, and ( WD,), respectively which are images of (GrL),, via the mappings in the diagram of (1.6). The elements of (RP)~~, etc., are said to be of Dynkin-Kostant type. We say that a triple (G, p, V) E (Rp') is of Dynkin-Kostant type if Lie(G, p, V) is D-equivalent to an element of (RP)~~. We shall denote by (RP')~~ the set of triples (G, p, V) which are of DK-type. Hence there exists an element k of g such that
On the other hand, since kE (Ch)l n g(0) and (ad y)(h) = (ad y)(k), (2.5.5) (ad yM(@h)' n c-0)) = d-2).
By assumption (2.5.6) WV = Z,(,)(Y).
From (2.5.3) and (2.5.6),
By (25.5) and (2.5.7),
By (2.5.4) and (2.5.8), (@A)' 1 Z,&Y)~, which contradicts (2.5.6). Thus we have completed the proof. (See (2.1) for DK-type, (1.3) for D,, (1.1) and (2.1) for ( WDO)DK, and  (1.4) for D.) 3. RELATIVE INVARIANTS 3.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, h a Cartan subalgebra, h" the dual space of h, ( ) the natural pairing of h" and h, and R the root system. Fix an order in R and let {~l~},~~~~, {a;}, {Q~}, and {a;} be the sets of fundamental roots, fundamental coroots, fundamental weights, and fundamental coweights, respectively. Let G be the simply connected group such that Lie(G) = g and G(0) the centralizer of h in G, which is known to be connected.
Let r be a weighted Dynkin diagram whose underlying diagram is the Dynkin diagram of g. Then D -l(Z) is an element of (GrL) whose underlying Lie algebra is g. The gradation is defined by the element h=h,=2 f w;, k=l where wi; , . . . . w,: correspond to the black vertices of r. For a representation (p, V) of g, let
Assume that r is of Dynkin-Kostant type. Then V= @ icZ V(i). Fix a basis of each V(i), and let fy,i(z)=det((adz)i:
for z E g( -2). Then fY,i is a relative invariant of (G(O), ad, g( -2)) which corresponds to the character
Note that fv,i#O by (2.4). Assume further that (G(O), ad, g(-2)) is irreducible; i.e., r has only one black vertex. Then it has a unique irreducible relative invariant up to scalar multiple, whose degree we shall denote by d. The purpose of this section is to show that, except for a few cases, we can get an irreducible relative invariant in this way.
Let WC be the fundamental weight corresponding to the unique black Let /?=PN and B be the Lie algebra generated by {Xp, fl ", X-,}, which is isomorphic to sl,. Since Hence d = 12. The assertion follows from these data.
The proof of (2) is given in the next section. 
(1) Table II . See [12] for (6) and (7), [S] for (lo), [ll] (and [6] ) for (20), [6] for (21) and [7] for (24). See [ 151 for the relation between the castling transformation and the relative invariants. 
